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An exploration Is made Into a method for using reciprocal variational problems 
to develop figures of merit {or approximate solutions of diffusion problems. The 
theory of the reolprocal problems Is described In both a continuous and discrete 
conrext. Connections with the method of Slobodyansky are discussed. A strategem 
Is presented for extending the method to the (non-self-adjoint) group-dlffuslon 
oase. Limitations of the method are discussed and numerical examples given. It 
Is concluded that the method Is useful in one- • two- , and perhaps in small three
dimensional problems but Is probably computationally not practical for full-blown. 
detailed. three-dimensional calculations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The direct finite-difference solution of the neu
tron group-diffusion equations in realistic three
dimensional geometry, with a detailed mesh, is a 
problem which is still beyond the limits of com
putational fei\Blblllty. Therefore, much effort has 
been expended On methods for obtaining approxi
mate solutions to this problem. 1

-:S These methods 
often require insight and judgment on the part of 
the user. As a consequence, the user may lack 
confidence in the accuracy of his approximation. 
CurrenUy the only way to gain confidence is to 
apply the same approximate method to numerous 
simpler problems where the exact solutions are 
available for comparison. But this is a long 
process and even so leaves some doubt, for the 
fact that an approximation method has worked well 
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in all previous applications 1s no guarantee that it 
will work well in the next. 

The usefulness of such approximation methods, 
therefore, would be greaUy increased if a proce
dure were available by which one could construct 
error bounds or at least figures of merit for a 
given approximate solution. In the present paper 
we explore the possibilities of basing such a 
procedure on the idea of dual variational prob
lems. This idea, due to Friedrichs/ consists of 
observing that certain minimization problems in 
the calculus of variations may be transformed into 
maximization problems. Between these two prob
lems It is possible to obtain upper and lower 
bounds on the stationary value. The difference 
between these bounds may be used as a figure of 
merit for apprOXimate solutions. 

The idea of dual variational problems is quite 
well known""j however, expositions of it are not 
overabundant. We therefore begin in the next 
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section with a fairly leisurely presentation of the 
idea in the context of a general variational prob
lem. In Sec. m, we discuss the one-group diffu
sion problem and show (Sec. IV) for this problem 
that the same end result may be arrived at by a 
procedure due to Slobodyansky. As a point of 
interest, we also show (sec. V) the dual variational 
formulation of the finite-difference version of the 
one-group diffusion problem. Section VI considers 
the many-group diffusion problem and introduces 
a strate gem which allows the dual variational idea 
to be incorporated into a figure of merit for this 
case. Section vn presents numerical examples in 
which several approximations are compared with 
an exact solution and the figure of merit is 
computed for each. 

n. INVOLUTORY TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
SIMPLEST VARIATIONAL PROBLEM 

Let Co denote the class of continuous functions 
with piecewise continuous der.ivatives on the in
terval [a,b]. Let Cl, denote that subclass of Co 
consisting of functions q, which satisfy the boun
dary conditions 

q(a) = q" 

q(b) = qb (1) 

On this class, C1, let us define the functional 

F.[q] = Lb L(q,q',t)dt (2) 

and, assuming this functional has a unique mini
mum dl, we consider the variational problem 

VI: d 1 = min F 1 { q] • (3) 
C: 1 

The minimizing function q satisfies the Euler 
equation 

(4) 

where by L 1, (La) we mean the derivative of L with 
respect to its first (second) argument. 

We wish to transform problem VI into an 
equivalent maximization problem. For this pur
pose, define a second functional 

Fa[q.w] = Lb L(q,lfI,t)dt (5) 

whose argument is an ordered pair (q,w) of func
tions on [a,b]. the first of the pair being in C. and 
the second belng in C a by which we shall mean the 
class of piecewise continuous functions on (a,b]. 
Among all such ordered pairs we may distinguish 
the subset C, of pairs for which the second 
number is the derivative of the first, i.e., 

C,= {(q,w)lqe Cl,q'= w} • (6) 

Then if the argument (q, w) is in C" the functional 
Fz[q,w] has the same value as F1 [q],1.e., 

(q,w) E CI~F2[q,W] = Fl[qJ (7) 

so that the problem V 1 may be written in the 
equivalent form 

d1 = min Fz[q,w]. 
\(I·II')cC 3 

(8) 

In going from V 1 to 1':!, we appear, first, to 
have increased the flexibility of the functional by 
replacing q' with 10, and second, removed this 
flexibil1ty by requiring (q,w) E Cz in Vz. The value 
of this maneuver is that in V z we have the original 
problem viewed as a minimization problem sub· 
ject to a constraint. Such problems can be handled 
by the Lagrange multiplier technique, according to 
which we adjoint the constraint to F z, obtaining 

Fa[q,w] + Lb p(t)[q'(t) - wet)] dt 

= L" {L(q,w, t) + p[q' - IOn dt (9) 

Integrating this by parts, we obtain a third func
tional 

F,[q,w,p] = Lb 
{L(q,w,t) - p'q - pw} dt 

+ P(b)qb - p(a)q" • (10) 

We now use this functional in a third variational 
problem 

V,(p}: (11) 

in which the minimization is not constrained to C,. 
Actually, as our notation indicates, V, is a whole 
set of variational problems, with the function pet) 
serving as the parameter. 

For a particular given p(t) it may happen that 
the minimum in Eq. (11) does not exist. This 
depends upon the function L.a Let Ce denote the 
class of functions p, for which the minimum in 
Eq. {ll} exists. For p E Ce, the minimizing q,w 
satisfy the Euler equations of V,; namely, 

E,: Ldq,w, t) = p' (12a) 

La(q,w,t) = p • (12b) 

aFor example, in order that the minimum exist for 
any P(t) at all it Is necessary that the quadratic form 
[6 q 6 wi [Lu Lu lr6 q] be positive def1n1te or at least 

L21 LaalL6w 
semidefinite. We shall assume this to be the case. 
Similarly we assume that L bas the right number of 
continuous derivatives and any other properUes needed. 
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Consider now the following specific choice p of 
the multiplier 

p(t);; La('q(t),q,(t),t] , (l3a) 

then in view of Eq. (4), 

Ll(q,q', t) = p' . (l3b) 

Thus, for p = p, the minimizing pair (q,w) or 
problem V3 is just the pair (i,i'). The minimum 
value is, by substituting into Eq. (11), 

d,(p) = F,[q,q',p] = d1 • (14) 

For all other choices of p, the minimum da(P) of 
Fa Is smaller than d 1• This may be seen by 
recognizing that for all pairs (q,w) in C,. Fa takes 
on the same value as F l , 

(q, w) E Ca ~Fa[q,w,p] = Fl[q]. (15) 

Thus, dl may be characterized as the minimum of 
Fa over Cs. Moreover, since (q,w) E Cs is a 
stronger constraint than q E Co, W E Ca, we have 

d 1 = min F,[q,w,p]:: min' F3 [q, w,p] = d,(p). 
(f.wlEC, fECo. 

UlECa (16) 

Combining Eqs. (14) and (16) then, we have 

Le., 
d 1 = max min F,( q,w,p] • 

PEC4 IECo 
wE'Cz 

(17) 

(18) 

The final step to the involutory form is made 
by carrying out the minimization in Eq. (18). To 
do this, we invert Eqs. (12) 

q = Q (p,p',t) 

• w = W(p,P',t) , 

(19a) 

(10b) 

thus obtaining the minimizing q, w expressed in 
terms of p,p'. We next insert these expressions 
into Fs, obtaining a functional of p only, which 
functional we label F4[P]. 

Fs[Q(p,P',t),W(p,P',t),t] ii F.[p]. (20) 

Thus, finally, we have the variational problem 

V.; d1 = max F. [pJ . (21) 
PEC. 

which is the involutory form of VI. The bracketing 
property of Fl,F4 is represented in Fig. 1. The 
bracketing property clearly may be used to bound 
d 1 If that number is of interest. To use it to 
cha.:acterize the goodness or an !pproximation q 
to q, one needs to develop from q an approxima
tion p to P, e.g., from Eq. (Ub) by 

p = La(q, q',t) . (22) 

The difference Fl[q] - F4[P] may be considered 
as a figure of merit since it vanishes if, and only 

~------~CI-~--~----~--~----------U q p ii 

ARGUMENT FUNCTION 

Fig. 1. Bracketing behavior of reciprocal varia
tional principles. 

if, the approximation q is, in fact, the correct 
solution q. 

For p determined as in Eq. (22), it 1s some
times conve~ent to think of F 4 [in as a new 
functional of q, i.e., 

Fa ['q] = F" [Lz (q ;q', t)] ; (23) 

we shall use this notation subsequently. 

III. THE ONE-GROUP DIFFUSION CASE 

In the case of a one-group diffusion problem 
with source s, the appropriate functional is 

where -fa, is the region of the reactor. The Euler 
equation is 

£1: - v. D v I/> + EI/> = s , (25) 

(where we identify q = 1/1) 
and the usual boundary conditlon is I/I(r) = 0, for ". 
on ,J the surface of -fa,. The analogs of Eqs. (10), 
(12), (19), and (23) are, therefore, 

Fs[q,w,p] = f.fll[tD(un3+ ~ ,,£l'-sq 

-qv. p -pow] d~ (26) 

£3: Eq-s =:v.p (27a) 

DW = P (27b) 

q = ,,£-1 (v op + s) (2Sa) 

W :: D- 1 p (28b) 

F.[p] = f~ [- 2b (p'f- 2i (VoP+s'f]d1e-. 
(29) 
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We now come up against our !!rst difficulty for, in 
praCtice, the apprOXimation q t ""whiCh one would 
like to use will be such that D V q. N is not contin
uous across certain internal surfaces. Thus, If we 
form p according to Eq. (27b), i.e., p = D V i, 
p . if wUl be discontinuous and V. P will not exist, 
yet to evaluate Fe[P] we must have y:p. One's 
first thought here might be to smooth p out over a 
small interval around the discontinuity, evaluate 
F4 for the smoothed p and then shrink the interval 
to zero. That this does not work is seen most 
easily from a one-dimensional example (Fig. 2). 
Suppose the discontinuity occurs at x = h. If we 
smooth p over [h - E,h +E], the contribution to F" 
from this interval is approximately 

_!!. [P (h+) - p(h- )]2 
2E 2e 

which goes to - 00 as e - 00. Thus the lower bound 
provided by F" is -00 and is worthless .. 

A second approach might be to evaluate F" by 
integrating up to the discontinuity from both Sides, 
i.e., J; = f;- + ft+. But evaluated this way, Fe Is 
no longer the involutory form of F 1 and need no 
longer yield a lower bound to d 1. In fact, it is 
easy to construct examples in which F" evaluated 
this way is larger than Fl. 

The only way around the difficulty appears to 
be to recognize that if D V 'if • N is discontinuous, 
then 'ii is inaccurate in this respect and one should 
smooth it out before attempting to calculate F" [pl. 
Of course, the resulting value of Ftli] - Fe[}] will 
depend upon exactly how the smoothing is done. 
This is certainly a defect for a figure of merit, 
but in practice would in itself probably not be very 
serious. 

If q is smeothed out, then we may proceed to 
evaluate 

Fs [til = h [- ~ (Vq)2 - 2
1
E(V.DVq+sf]dR , 

(30) 

-. , .. 

; 
.... , , , 

, , - ji 

'-0 .... ~!b 
x 

!--u-

Fig. 2. Smootbiog a discontinuous P(~). 

and 

Fl(q] - Fa rql = k [D(vqf + i (q)2 - sq 

+ 2~ (V.D Vq + S)3 ] dR, (31) 

which is the figure of merit for the one-group 
case. This expression may be given an interesting 
inteJ1>'r~tation by conSidering th~ reSidual E in the 
Eq. (25), when; is replaced by q, 

- VoDVq + Lt; -s =E • (32) 

In terms of E, the integral in Eq. (31) reduces to 
r E2 

JR ~ dR • (33) 

Thus, in the present case, the difference Fl [ql -
Fs [i] turns out to be the integral of the square of 
the pointwise residual error t weighted by the 
reciprocal of the cross section. A similar thinJ 
happens in the general problem of Sec. II when
ever L is a quadratic form in q ,q' (see Appendix). 

IV. THE METHOD OF SLOBODYANSKY 

When the form L is quadratic in q,q', the 
procedure of Slobodyansky" may be applied to 
arrive at Fs. Applied to the one-group case, this 
procedure is as follows: Define the self-adjoint, 
positive definite operators Ai, A2 by the equations 

A1q = -V·DVq, Azq = Eq , 

and define the inner product 

< u, v > .. JR u( r) v(r)dR 

Then Eq. (24) becomes 

FJq] .. !<q,Alq>+ t<q,A2q>-<q,s> (34) 

with the minimum value 

Flrq,] = - H <q"A 1 q,>+ < q"A2q,>] =- i<q"s >. 
(35) 

Consider the functional 

Fo[q,u]=-i[<q,Alq>+<u,A2u>] (36) 

and the class of ordered pairs 

C& = {(q,u) IAlq + Allu = s} . (37) 

Observe that the pair (;,~) E Ce and Fe [;,;]= Fl[;]. 
For all other pairs (q ,u) E C e, Fe [ q t u] is less than 
F , [;]. To see this, let 

11 !!! q - q" ,.. = u -I#> , (38) 

"s. G. MIKHlJN. Variational Methods in Matlul
matical Physics. Pergamon Press, New York and 
London (1964). 
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then 

Fe(q,u] 

= -~ [<(11)+ 11), A 1(1/1+ 'I}) > + < (iI>+,,),A 2 (11)+,,)> ] Cb= l 
= -l {< II>,A 111» + < II>,Az 11» + 2< dl,lA I J} + Aa"] > 

+ <11,A 1 11> + <",Aa">} (39) 

But since (q,U)E Co 

Al{II>+71) + Aa(II>+,,) = S (40) 

and since 

(41) 

we have 

(42) 

so that combining Eqs. (35), (39), and (42) we 
conclude 

F.[q,u] = FI(II>J - t [< 11,A 1 'I} > + <",A~">], (43) 

Thus, 

(q,u) E Ce => Fe (q,ul:s Fl[II>] ; (44) 

on the other hand, 

(q,u) E C. ;> U = Aa -l(S-A 1q) (45) 

so that 

Fe(q,A2- 1(S-A 1q)}:s Fdll>] . (46) 

But substitution into Eq. (36) shows that 

Fe[q,Az-l(S-A1q)] = Fs[q) , 

so that Slobodyansky's procedure leads to the 
same bracketing result as the involutory trans
formation, namely, 

FI5[q} :s FI[IP] :s Fdq] • (47) 

A second lnteresting Interpretation of the dif
ference Fl - Fo is readily seen with the notation of 
the present section. Again, letting 11 = q - !p, we 
have, since Fl is quadratic, 

Fl[q] = Fl[lI» + ~ < l1,(AI+Aa)l1> 

and, since Fl~Fa, 

Fl[qJ - Fs[q] ~ !<11,(A 1 +Aa)11> 

= t k [D(Vl1)a + E(11)2)dR • (48) 

V. THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE CASE 

It is interesting to observe that an analog of the 
involutory transformation exists for the flnite
difference version of Eq. ~~5). We illustrate in 
the one-dimensional case. Let the mesh structure 
be as in Fig. 3. If we now denote bya-and U the 
matrices 

and by .I, /fl, and q the columns 

J 1 • 

[ 

Soho + Slhl ] 

= if SX-lhx-: + Sxhx 

;.[] q-[] 
then the finite-difference version of Eq. (25) is8 

If; +ClAP = J , (49) 

and the finite-difference version of Eq. (24) is 

Fl[q] = tqTUq + !qTa-q - qT.I , (50) 

(superscript T denoting transpose). 

'I.UX -0 

yI 
J I 
o 

IIIIH SPACI .... III 

~ 

H J+I 

MESH POINT 

floUlI -0" 
I I I 

X %+1 

Fig. 3. One-dimensional mesh structure. 

ea. 8. VARGA. MatrU Itnativ6 Analysis. Prentice 
Hall. Englewood Cliffs, NJ (1962). 
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Now if we think of U as factored, U= U lla U va 

and replace Uvaq by w, we may parallel the 
argument of Sec. n step-by-step, e.g., 

Fa[q,w] = ! wTw + ! qTaq - qTJ (51) 

C, = {(q,w) I w :::: gL'aq } (52) 

F3 [q,w,p] =!wTw + jqTaq 
_ qTJ + pT[U1/3q -w) (53) 

neously only if all the fluxes ~, are good. In fact, 
the sum 

G ,.. 
E {Fl[<t>')- F5[~']} 
/=1 

is ~ 0 and vanishes if and only if the ;, are 
exact, ~, = tfll, for every g. We, therefore, finally 
arrive at the following expression as a figure of 
merit for the group diffusion problem: 

"10' , 

g~ k [DI(V'J)'I)Z +-f (~I)a - ~"I+(2Elrl (V.DIV~I+ :;1)2] dR 

E r [- t D'(V.,)2 - ! ~'(i,)2 + Sll i'l dR 
8=1 JR 

(58) 

a 1/2 
q - J =-b' P 

w =p 

F1 [pJ = - ~ pTp _ HJ- ff1l2p ]Ta-, 
x [J_U V2 p) 

Fs[qJ = F4 [U 1I3qJ 

(54a) 

(54b) 

(55) 

= -hTUq-![J-Uq]Ta-'[J-Uq).b 

(56) 

VI. THE MANY -GROUP CASE 

The problem of main interest in reactor com
putations, of course, is not Eq. (25) but the many
group eigenvalue problem 

G G 
- V. D'V' + E' = E SII,i + ~ -I E F,I4>1 

1=1 1= 1 

g:::: 1, ... , G, (57) 

where G is the number of groups and sgj, F,I are 
the cross sections for group transfer by scatter
ing and fiSSion, respectively. A formulation of 
reciprocal variational problems for Eq. (57) does 
not appear possible; however, we may proceed 
indirectly as follows. Given an approximate solu
tion ~g to Eq. (57), construct the sources s' to 
each group, i.e., the right-hand sides of Eq. (57). 
Now regarding these sources as fixed, compute 
the error indicator Fl ['.'] - F 15 [q;I] in each of the 
Eqs. (57) (i.e., for each g). Now it may happen 
that for a particular group, say the k'th, this 
indicator is very small, even though the corre
sponding fl~ ~Ic is very poor. This can happen if 
the source sic is poor. However, all the indica
tors, i.e., for all groups, can be small simulta-

bIncldenta.lly. since F 11 (q) must be no bigger than 
F, (q), Eqs. (50) and (56) yield the interesting inequallty 

qTUq+ ~ qTaq > qTJ - i IJ_Uq)Ta- 1 IJ-b'q) . 

where 
.... G ..... 1.... G ,.., 
S' = E 5", +~ -1 }J Fli,1 

1=1 I=L 

with >: the approximate eigenvalue. The denomi-

nator in Eq. (58) is - t Fl [f'] and is includ~d 
t=1 

simply as a convenient normalization. For 'it not 
too different {roEl IP', thts number will be positive. 
In addition, if Sl is the true g'th group source, 
then by virtue of Eq. (48) we have the inequality 

G 

g~ k('ji'- t/l8)A'(ii
'

- ~dR 

t l.p' A' tp'dR 
':01 R 

..... 1 ..... G 
:S ~( tj) , ••• ,tj) ) , 

(59) 

where A' = -V.D'v+ E'. Hence, for apprOXimate 
solutions " which are not too poor, we may think 
of the group-diffusion figure of merit ~ as a bO\U1d 
on the left side of Eq. (59). 

vn. NUMERICAL TEST PROBLEMS 

To obtain some idea of the magnitude of the 
group-diffusion figure of merit ~, we have applied 
the finite-difference form of Eq. (58) to six 
different two-group synthesis solutions for the 
symmetric cylindrical reactor described in Fig.4. 
For each of these problems, the mesh structure 
remained the same, only the number of trial 
functions used was changed. Thus, we are asking 
the question: Given six approximate solutions to 
this problem, how are these solutions ordered 
according to overall exactness? For each of these 
problems, the apprOXimate flux is of the form 
.... K 
~'(r, z) = E Hf<r)Zf(z); g ::; 1,2, (60) 

1c=1 

where the HI are known trial functions, and the 
unknown mixing coefficients zl are determined by 
the usual synthesis methods. 1 Solution number 1 
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Fig. 4. Reactor geometry for test problem 1. 

was obtained using K = 5 In Eq. (60), where Hf, Hf, 
and HI are one-dimensional solutions representa
tive of radial slices through axial composition 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. Functions HI and HI are 
transition-type trial functions which are radial 
solutions using the average material properties of 
axial compositions 1-2 and 2-3, respectively. 
Table I presents the value of the error indicator 
~(~,,~a) for this solution along with the trial func
tions used and the resulting error indicators for 
the remaining five solutions. Also included in this 
table is the "exact error" for each synthesis 
solution as computed using the left side of Eq. 
(59), where the exact solution ,p' was obtained 
using the PDQ computer program. 1I 

From these results we see that the error 
indicator ~(~1,~2) does correctly order the six 
approximate solutions, and it is interesting to note 
that the interpretation of ~(~)\.2) as a bound on 
the left side of Eq. (59) holds until the approximate 

tw. R. CADWELL, P. F. BUERGER, and C. J. 
PFEIFER, "The PDQ-5 and PDQ-6 Programs for the 
Solution of the Two-Dimensional Neutron Dlffuslon
Depletion Problem," WAPD-TM-477, Westinghouse 
Eleotric Corporation (1965). 

TABLE I 

Error Analysis of Synthesis Solutions for a Two-Group 
Cyllndrlcal Reactor Problem 

Error Indicator, 
Synthesis Trial Functions E(~' ~Z) Exact Error 
Solution Used (%) (%) 

1 H" H.,H3, H ... Hs 6.'12 1.30 
2 H"H2,H"H, 6.90 1.83 

.,.3, H"HI, H, 7.10 1.97 
4 H"HI 49.2 14.9 
6 Hz 67.8 47.2 
6 Hs 128.2 .129.2 

solution becomes excessively poor (i.e., solution 
6). Figures 5, 6, and 7 compare the axial varia
tion of the exact thermal flux with the tbermal flux 
of synthesis solutions 3, 4, and 5. Synthesis 
solutions 1 and 2 were not included since tlley 
were not noticeably different from solution 3, and 
synthesis solution 6 was so poor that it could not 
be included conveniently in these plots. From 
these figures we see the lack of pointwise ac
curacy tbat leads to the increasing value of the 
error indicator for the approximate solutions 3, 4, 
and 5. 

It thus appears that, with knowledge obtained 
from additional numerical experimentation, the 
figure of merit [Eq. (58)] can be useful as an error 
indicator for approximate diffusion-theory fluxes. 
However, its application to solutions of detailed 
three-dimensional problems, although straight
forward, appears to be computationally impracti
cal. This is so since evaluation of Eq. (58) 
requires a computaUon at each pOint in the three
dimensional mesh. For some design calculations 
being done today, the number of such points is in 
the millions. Some savinge could, perhaps, be 
effected by exploiting the form [Eq. (60» of the 
approximate solution, but the computations would 
still be very laborious. 

vm. CONCLUSION 

The theory of reCiprocal variational principles 
has been used to develop figures of merit for 
approximate solutions of neutron diffusion prob
lems. These figures of merit have been developed 
for both analytical and discrete (finite-difference) 
solutions. A method of applying this theory to the 
non-self-adjoint many-group diffusion problem is 
also discussed, and numerical examples are in
cluded which display the variation of error esti
mate values with accuracy of the apprOXimate 
solutions. 
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APPENDIX 

The Error lndicator in the Case oj Quadratic Functionals 

When L is quadratic, F10f Sec. n has the form 

b ~ [q q'] [a 
Fl[q] = L l i f3 

where a, (3, )', p, and C1 are specified functions of t. The functional F3 becomes 

Fo[q) = f.' t w) i [: :J [:J -[q w) [:J- [q w) [:J} dt+ P(b)q, -p(a)q, 

which has the Euler equation 

with inverse 

Using Eq. (A.4) in Eq. (A.2), we obtain F.: 

F. [p) • 1.' t -[p +p' a+ p) I [: :r La : :'J} dt + p(b )q, - p(a)q, 

II 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 
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Now the Euler equation of Fl is 

E, : [
1 

- :t] { [: :J [;} [: J I = 0 , (A.6) 

so that, if q is an approximation to q, it satisfies 

[1 -:t] {[: :J[;'J -[:J}' · (A.7) 

Thus, in accord with Eqs. (22) and (A.3), 1£ we define 

p; [~ 'l:'l" , (A.S) 

we have 

p'; [0 :i]{[: :J[:'J-[:Jl (A.9) 

which, from Eq. (A.7) becomes 

p'; -. + [1 oj j [: :J [:'J- [: ] I. (A.lO) 

Thus, 

e :~]= [:J + [: :J [:'J . (A. 11) 

Putting Eq. (A.H) into Eq. (A.5), we obtain 

F. m • 1.' -i t' O].If q. t :J I [: :r { [: J + [: :Jl:'J I dt 

{ {~(b) ,),(O)][;;(b)J l""" l[~(a) ')'(a)][;;(a>J 1 
+ ,.. - a(b) qb - "" - a(a) q" 

q'(b) . q'(a) 
(A.l2) 

To find the figure of merit, we subtract F, from Fl 

{ [~(b) Y(O)][;;(O),] 1 I [(3(a) Y(a)][q(a),] l 
- ,., -a(b) q6+ .... -a(a) q • . 

q'(b) q'(a) 
(A.l3) 
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To reduce this to the final form, we integrate the q' term by parts obtaining 

- - b ~ q [1 -d~ ] ~ [Q 
F 1(q J - ~5[q] = fa ( { {3 (A.14) 

which becomes, in view of Eq. (A.7), 

_ ..... 6 [E 

Fdq]- Fs(q] = L (A.15) 

Thus, in the case of a quadratic functional, the figure of merit Fl - Fs is seen to be a weighted integral 
of the square of the resldualln the satisfaction of the Euler equation. 
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